
Is our Government

Inept, or Corrupt?

While I was writing this book, many people complained

to me that our government merely appears to be involved in

the September 11th attack because they are incompetent. So

I decided to include information about the assassination of

President Kennedy to show that our government was just as

“incompetent” in 1963. Or, did our government kill

Kennedy? Can you figure it out by looking at the Warren

Report? Furthermore, if our government is incompetent,

how is an incompetent government any better than a

government of criminals? Either way, we have a serious

problem.

The “Warren Report” is the US government’s official

investigation of the assassination of President Kennedy. It is

analogous to the FEMA report about the World Trade Center

collapse, but the Warren Report has much more detail. It

contains the testimony of 552 witnesses, and it contains our

government’s analysis of that testimony. A lot of people put a

lot of time and effort into the Warren Report.

As is typical of crimes, the testimony in the Warren

Report is full of contradictions. The government had to pass

judgement on which testimony was the most accurate, and

which testimony should be ignored. They ended up

concluding that Oswald killed Kennedy. However, some

people looked at the same conflicting testimony, decided to

ignore different bits, and ended up concluding the FBI killed

Kennedy. Other people ignored still other bits and found a

military or CIA killing. Some people found a Soviet killing.

How do we determine whose theory is more accurate?

This chapter will discuss the testimony of the doctors

who treated Kennedy at the hospital. (Unless specified

otherwise, the quoted material is from the Warren Report.)

The hospital was only a few miles from the location

Kennedy was shot, so he arrived within a few minutes. The

Warren Report does not provide details about what was

happening at the hospital at the moment Kennedy arrived,

but we can assume that most experienced doctors were busy

with patients. Some doctors may have been in surgery and

could not stop what they were doing. Who were the first

doctors to see Kennedy? Were they the best doctors the

hospital had? Or were the trainees the first to see him?

In case some of you are unaware of what goes on in

hospitals, after a medical student gets out of school he often

gets on-the-job training at a hospital. These students are

often referred to as “interns,” and sometimes as “doctors,”

but they could be referred to as “trainees” or “students.”

Also, in 1963 there were fewer concerns about malpractice

because Americans did not file nearly as many lawsuits in

that era, and monetary awards were much smaller. One of

the reasons malpractice cases have since become so

numerous is that there were occasional abuses in that era,

such as when nurses, interns, and medical equipment

salesmen assisted with medical treatments when the doctors

were busy. Today hospitals are careful not to allow anybody

to do something they were not specifically trained for.

As you read about the treatment Kennedy received, try

to figure out if the first few doctors to help him were

experienced doctors or just students. It is also interesting to

speculate on how many lawsuits would be filed if a hospital

behaved in the same manner today.

The potential danger in letting a student or a salesman

treat Kennedy is that he may be familiar with only a few

treatments, so he could easily give Kennedy an inappropriate

treatment simply because it is the only treatment he has

learned. And a salesman may be familiar only with the

equipment he sells.
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As the Warren Report explains, Doctor Carrico noted

that Kennedy had some serious medical problems:

Dr. Carrico noted two wounds: a small bullet

wound in the front lower neck, and an extensive

wound in the President’s head where a sizable

portion of the skull was missing. He observed

shredded brain tissue and “considerable slow

oozing” from the latter wound, ...

In Appendix 8 we find more details:

Dr. Carrico noted the President to have slow,

agonal respiratory efforts. He could hear a

heartbeat but found no pulse or blood pressure

to be present.

People such as myself, who lack medical training, would

assume the lack of pulse and blood pressure means that

Kennedy’s heart was not beating, which in turn means there

was only a few minutes before irreversible brain damage

occurs. Since I don’t know how to start a heart beating, if I

had to deal with Kennedy I would have given up and

announced that Kennedy was dead. But Dr. Carrico did not

consider him dead yet:

He noted that the President was blue-white or

ashen in color; had slow, spasmodic, agonal

respiration without any coordination; made no

voluntary movements; had his eyes open with

the pupils dilated without any reaction to light;

evidenced no palpable pulse; and had a few

chest sounds which were thought to be heart

beats. On the basis of these findings, Dr.

Carrico concluded that President Kennedy was

still alive.

Doctor Carrico had a plan to treat Kennedy and bring

him back to good health. He decided to use the bullet hole

in his neck to help him breathe. The plan was to widen the

bullet hole, insert a tube in the hole, and connect it to a

machine that forces oxygen into Kennedy’s lungs. This

procedure is known as a “tracheotomy.”

Doctor Carrico started this tracheotomy almost

immediately after seeing Kennedy. Soon afterwards Doctor

Perry arrived and took over the tracheotomy while Carrico

started other treatments.

I never had any medical training, so perhaps that is why I

don’t understand the purpose of the tracheotomy.

Specifically, why put oxygen into his lungs when his heart is

not circulating the blood? Was it because these doctors had

no idea what to do about a failed heart, so they did what

they knew and hoped that soon a heart specialist would

arrive?

And why did these two doctors ignore the bullet wound

in Kennedy’s head? Was it because brain problems are even

more complex than heart problems, and neither of these

doctors had a clue as to what to do with the head wounds?

Even with my lack of medical training I can figure out

how to force air into a person’s lungs, but I don’t know how

to start a heart beating, and I have no idea how to deal with

head injuries. Maybe these two doctors were as inept as me.

Maybe they were not real doctors; maybe they were

salesmen for tracheotomy equipment, or maybe they were

students. Maybe the oxygen tank was the only device they

knew how to use!

The doctors told the Warren commission that the

tracheotomy required 3 to 5 minutes. This is plenty of time

for the doctors to ask themselves why they bother to force

oxygen into his stagnant blood.

Doctor Jones soon arrived to help with the medical

treatment:

While Dr. Perry was performing the

tracheotomy, Drs. Carrico and Ronald Jones

made cuts down on the President’s right leg

and left arm, respectively, to infuse blood and

fluids into the circulatory system. Dr. Carrico

treated the President’s known adrenal

insufficiency by administering hydrocortisone.

So, just in case a heart specialist arrives in time to start his

heart beating, the oxygen, hydrocortisone, and other fluids

these doctors were forcing into his stagnant blood would

begin to circulate. However their testimony never indicates

that they called for a heart specialist. Furthermore, with a

“sizeable portion” of his skull missing, if his heart started

beating again, wouldn’t his blood just pour out of his head

and onto the floor? Shouldn’t the doctors close the hole

soon? Or did they not know how to do that, either?

A fourth doctor soon arrived:

Dr. Robert N. McClelland entered at that point

and assisted Dr. Perry with the tracheotomy

So now we discover that three Dallas doctors are needed

to give a dead man a tracheotomy. Is this typical for a

tracheotomy? Or were these doctors incompetent? As I was

reading the Warren Report, I was visualizing college students

who were anxious to help:

“Come on, you guys! It’s my turn to do

something! Move over! I just got here; you’ve

already done a lot of stuff! I wanna help!”

Anyway, Kennedy now has four doctors giving him

injections and oxygen. Unfortunately, Doctor Perry told the

Warren Commission that air and blood got into Kennedy’s

chest, and he suspects it was because they goofed on the

tracheotomy!
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How difficult is a tracheotomy? Then ask yourself, if they

cannot perform a tracheotomy, how could they do

something complicated, such as getting his heart to beat?

Doctor Perry decided to correct the problems they

caused with their lousy tracheotomy by putting a few more

holes and tubes into Kennedy:

When Dr. Perry noted free air and blood in the

President’s chest cavity, he asked that chest

tubes be inserted to allow for drainage of blood

and air. Drs. Paul C. Peters and Charles R.

Baxter initiated these procedures

So these other two doctors had to insert drainage tubes

to undo the damage caused by the tracheotomy. It seems to

me that these doctors were incompetent. Was this the first

tracheotomy these doctors had performed? As I read this

section of the Warren Report, I was getting visions of

students who had never performed such work:

“Oh, hi doc Perry! Look what I’m doing!
I’m giving the President a trakyotemy…
um, trikatomy..uh..”

“A tracheotomy?”

“Yeah! You wanna finish it?”

“Sure! I always wanted to try that!”

“Hi guys. Hey! Let me help! What are you
doing?”

“It’s called a tracheotomy. You can take
that knife and cut this hole a bit bigger so
I can cram this tube down his throat.”

(A few moments later...)

“Oops! When I turned on the oxygen, it
went into his chest cavity instead of his
lungs!”

“Hey! I’ll take care of that! Move over!”

“No, that aint how to fix it! Look, just
insert a drainage tube by his ribs, over
here!”

While those incompetent doctors were making

Kennedy’s situation worse, Doctor Clark arrived and gave

Kennedy a “closed chest cardiac massage” in order to start

his heart beating. He was the first doctor to work on

Kennedy’s heart. Maybe the real doctors were finally starting

to arrive!

Unfortunately, Doctor Clark discovered that his

life-saving procedure had an unfortunate side effect, as

Doctor Jenkins told the Warren Commission:

.. with each compression of the chest, there was

a great rush of blood from the skull wound.

Well, golly! I guess the bullet holes and missing skull

portions should be sealed off before somebody starts

pumping blood. Did any of the doctors complain to Doctor

Clark about the “great rush of blood”? Once again I found

myself with visions of immature students:

“Hey, guys! Check this out! I’ll get his
heart to beat!”

(He starts pumping

Kennedy’s chest)

“You idiot! Blood is squirting all over!
Quit it!”

“Hey, don’t criticize! I don’t tell you how
to… uh, whatever you’re doing with that
stupid, plastic tube.”

Soon more doctors arrived, and more treatments were

given. Kennedy was surrounded by doctors; they must have

resembled ants around a drop of honey. But would you say

these doctors were helping Kennedy, or making his situation

worse? Furthermore, if the Parkland Hospital treats the

President in this manner, what would they do to you or me?

The doctors obviously didn’t worry about malpractice in

1963. The doctors gave Kennedy what could be described

as:

The Medical Treatment From Hell;

If You Live Thru It, You’ll Be Sorry!

Actually, it seems the doctors were following a script

from a Hollywood horror movie. What was going on at this

hospital?

Jackie Kennedy climbed on the trunk of the car and

started crawling towards the back of the car after the bullet

hit her husband in the head. The car was moving at the time,

and starting to accelerate, so she risked falling off. To make

the situation more bizarre, she insisted that she didn’t

remember doing it (photos prove she did), which means the

event was never recorded in her memory! She can be

considered proof that a person can behave in a strange

manner under stress, and then not have any memory of it!

She is a good example of how unreliable the human mind is

under stress.

Therefore, maybe all of the doctors “flipped out” when

they saw their dead President. Rather than face the fact that

Kennedy was dead, perhaps these doctors went into some

sort of “medical denial” mode in which they assured

themselves that their patient will be OK despite evidence to

the contrary. Maybe the doctors were in a “temporary state

of medical insanity.”
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Or were the doctors so accustomed to performing

unnecessary surgery in order to boost their income that they

just couldn’t stop themselves?

The Warren Commission asked the doctors about their

treatments and the condition of Kennedy. Doctor Perry

testified that when he first saw Kennedy:

He was, therefore alive for medical purposes

A cadaver has a medical purpose. For example, we can

give a cadaver a tracheotomy and a shot of hydrocortisone,

and in so doing we can learn how to perform those

operations. But we cannot get the heart of a cadaver to beat,

nor can we fix the brain of a cadaver, so students cannot

practice those techniques on cadavers. Perhaps the first

doctors to see Kennedy were students, and perhaps they

gave Kennedy the only treatments they had practiced on

cadavers. This would explain why, when the real doctors

finally arrived, Kennedy was full of holes, hydrocortisone,

and bubbles of oxygen.

Or does being alive for a “medical purpose” mean that

money can be made from the patient? Did those doctors get

paid for their treatment of Kennedy? Maybe they knew

Kennedy was dead, so they decided to take advantage of the

situation by performing quick and simple procedures that

would bring them a lot of profit in a short period of time.

Doctor Perry was asked by the Warren Commission

whether he had any experience treating gunshot wounds. I

was wondering the same thing as I read the Warren Report!

Also, I was wondering about his age. I was visualizing a

college kid. I was expecting Perry to respond to the question

with something like:

“Well, I got a B+ on my last quiz about treating

deep wounds!”

I was shocked to read that Doctor Perry estimated that

he had already treated 150 to 200 gunshot wounds. Some of

the other doctors claimed to have treated even more

gunshot victims than Perry.†

Apparently the hospital sent only highly experienced

doctors to treat Kennedy. But if all of the doctors were

experienced, how do we explain their idiotic treatments?

Doctor Perry’s testimony suggests that the doctors had no

interest in helping Kennedy. Here is just one of his remarks:

Why was it, Dr. Perry, that there was no
effort made to examine the clothing of
President Kennedy and no effort to turn
him over and examine the back of the
President?

At the termination of the procedure and
after we had determined that Mr.
Kennedy had expired, I cannot speak for
the others but as for myself, my work was
done. I fought a losing battle, and I
actually obviously, having seen a lot of
wounds, had no morbid curiosity, and
actually was rather anxious to leave the
room. I had nothing further to offer.

Perry rushed in the room, assisted a sloppy tracheotomy,

and was “rather anxious” to leave. Was this just another

boring, gunshot victim? Was the doctor concerned about

missing his golf appointment?

Whereas Perry was anxious to get out of the room,

Doctor Jenkins described the attitude of the doctors as:

...those in attendance who were there just sort

of melted away, well, I guess “melted” is the

wrong word, but we felt like we were intruders

and left.

The doctors were treating Kennedy in their hospital.

Why would doctors feel like intruders while trying to save

their President’s life in their own hospital? Who were they

intruding on? Was somebody in the room with them to make

them uncomfortable? Was the FBI or CIA bothering them?

The doctors also ignored (or avoided) Jackie Kennedy.

Here is a remark from Doctor Perry when he was asked

about her:

I was informed subsequently that Mrs. Kennedy

left the room several times to just outside the

door but returned although as I say, I saw her

several times in the room. I did not speak to her

nor she to me so I do not have any knowledge

as to exactly what she was doing.

Later in the interview he was asked for more details:

Where was Mrs. Kennedy, if you know,
during the course of the treatment which
you have described that you performed?

I had the initial impression she was in the
room most of the time although I have
been corrected on this. When I entered
the room she was standing by the door,
rather kneeling by the door, and someone
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was standing there beside her. I saw her
several times during the course of the
resuscitative measures, when I would
look up from the operative field to secure
an instrument from the nearby tray.

Is it common for a doctor to ignore the president’s wife

during such a tragedy? Did any of the doctors even say

“Hello” to her? Or did all the doctors behave like Perry; i.e.,

rush in, perform a few sloppy medical procedures of no

value, and then rush out? Is this standard hospital treatment

in Texas? Is this what is referred to as “Southern Hospitality”?

Furthermore, if this is how Southern Doctors treat the

President, how do they treat people of other races?

Kennedy had a wound in his head, but it was not visible

from certain directions. Also, Kennedy had a lot of hair, and

the hair partially covered the wound. His hair was full of

blood, but the doctors did not consider it serious enough to

bother looking closely at his head. Nor did they turn

Kennedy over to see the back of his head or the back of his

body.

Is it really possible that experienced doctors would

ignore bloody hair? Would a real doctor give a patient a

tracheotomy and injections of hydrocortisone without first

looking at his bloody head? Don’t real doctors examine a

patient before making a decision on the treatment? Or was

the head wound just a tiny scratch that could be ignored?

The autopsy report has fancy medical terminology that

makes it difficult to understand exactly what the head wound

looked like:

There is a large irregular defect of the scalp

and skull on the right involving chiefly the

parietal bone but extending somewhat into the

temporal and occipital regions. In this region

there is an actual absence of scalp and bone

producing a defect which measures

approximately 13 cm. in greatest diameter.

A more understandable description of the wound comes

from Clinton Hill, a Secret Service agent. He climbed into

Kennedy’s car after the shooting and rode to the hospital

with them. His description of Kennedy’s head wound:

What did you observe as to President
Kennedy’s condition on arrival at the
hospital?

The right rear portion of his head was
missing. It was lying in the rear seat of the
car. His brain was exposed. There was
blood and bits of brain all over the entire
rear portion of the car. Mrs. Kennedy was
completely covered with blood. There
was so much blood you could not tell if

there had been any other wound or not,
except for the one large gaping wound in
the right rear portion of the head.

When I first began reading the Warren Report, I was

visualizing immature college students who were trying to

behave as doctors. I was shocked by their behavior. But

when I discovered the doctors were adults with many years

of experience, I realized that the only way to explain the

insane medical treatment is that the doctors were removing

bullets and/or converting bullet holes to “treatment holes.”

The hole in Kennedy’s neck was not to help him breathe.

The testimony from the doctors is enough to convince

me that our government, hospitals, police, and media were

involved in the Kennedy killing. The rest of Warren Report

makes the conspiracy even more obvious.

Even the world’s most incompetent medical student who

failed every medical course would have immediately

realized that Kennedy was hopelessly dead when he saw

brains “oozing” out of a hole that was 13 cm wide.

Actually, I suspect that some of the more intelligent

doctors would have deduced that Kennedy was dead when

they realized – as Clinton Hill described it:

“There was blood and bits of brain all over the

entire rear portion of the car.”

Or how about his remark:

“The right rear portion of his head was

missing. It was lying in the rear seat of the

car.”

While some people might insist that the goofy behavior

of the doctors was due to stress, these doctors had seen

hundreds of gunshot victims and other medical problems.

Certainly every doctor knew that Kennedy was dead the

moment they saw what the Warren Report described as

“shredded brain tissue.” Their idiotic treatment of Kennedy

was merely to cover the signs that there was more than one

sniper.

The doctors never turned Kennedy over or looked

closely at his head because the rear of his head was in the

car. A portion was also in the road (a piece of skull was found

the next day). Note that Figure 11-1 does not show the left,

rear of his head. I cannot find any photo that shows the hole.

Also, the photo is abnormally low quality, as if somebody

wanted to hide the details and holes.

How could people in 1963 not realize the killing was a

scam? Was the information suppressed so well that most

people never knew what actually happened? Did the media

in 1963 lie about the killing as much as they lie about the

9-11 attack? Were there millions of “patriots” who

demanded blind obedience to President Johnson, just as
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there are millions today who demand we obey Bush? Were

people ridiculed as “conspiracy nuts” for suggesting the

killing was a scam, just as people today are ridiculed for

pointing out that the 9-11 attack was a scam?

How obvious does the Kennedy scam have to be before

the American patriots stop calling us “conspiracy nuts” and

face the fact that America is incredibly corrupt? What if the

doctors had asked Clinton Hill to scoop up the bits of brain

in the car so they could stuff it back into Kennedy’s head? Or

what if the doctors asked Jackie Kennedy to scrape the brains

off her dress so they could put it back in his head? How

about if the doctors were laughing as they asked for the bits

of brains? How absurd would the medical treatment have to

be in order for our society to correct the lies in our history

books and admit that the killing was a scam?

What would have happened if the bullets had only

wounded Kennedy. A wounded Kennedy would create the

same problem that occurs with “partial birth abortions.”

Would the government allow Kennedy to live after going to

this much trouble to kill him? I doubt it. Rather, the doctors

would kill Kennedy and pretend that he died despite their

best efforts.

Maybe the doctors were relieved when they saw the

hole in Kennedy’s head because maybe they didn’t want to

kill him. However, it is also possible that the doctors were

hoping he would come in alive so that they could kill him.

This would explain their lack of enthusiasm. Their behavior

suggests boredom and disappointment. Since Kennedy was

dead by the time the doctors arrived, the doctors had

nothing to do except the boring work of removing bullets.

Years ago I heard rumors that the CIA developed killing

techniques that make it difficult to determine the cause of

death. How would the CIA know if their killing techniques

were difficult to detect unless some doctors inspected the

victims and gave the CIA a report? Wouldn’t the CIA have to

kill people and then let doctors inspect the bodies?

Maybe some of the doctors who “treated” Kennedy

were the doctors who would send reports to the CIA about

their LSD and other experiments.

Doctor Perry was one of the doctors who “treated”

Oswald after Jack Ruby shot him. The Warren Report claims

that Oswald died from that little bullet. Doctor Perry told the

commission that when Oswald arrived at the hospital he was

unconscious and blue from lack of oxygen. He said the bullet

tore some of Oswald’s major arteries. However, since the

doctors lied about Kennedy, why should we believe their

reports about Oswald? For all we know, the doctors tore

Oswald’s arteries, and during the ride to the hospital an FBI

agent may have choked him until he was blue and

unconscious.

An interesting paragraph from the Warren Report about

the people in Dallas:

Increased concern about the President’s visit

was aroused by the incident involving the US

Ambassador to the United Nations, Adlai E.

Stevenson. On the evening of October 24, 1963,

after addressing a meeting in Dallas, Stevenson

was jeered, jostled, and spat upon by hostile

demonstrators outside the Dallas Memorial

Auditorium Theater. The local, national, and

international reaction to this incident evoked

from Dallas officials and newspapers strong

condemnations of the demonstrators. Mayor

Earle Cabell called on the city to redeem itself

during President Kennedy’s visit. He asserted

that Dallas had shed its reputation of the

twenties as the “Southwest hate capital of

Dixie.”

After reading about the doctors who “treated” Kennedy,

I think Dallas was premature in shedding its reputation as

“Southwest hate capital of Dixie.” Incidentally, why doesn’t

the USA have any “Love Capitals” or “Honesty Capitals”?

The killing occurred 40 years ago, and it is painfully

obvious that the killing was a scam, so why do millions of

Americans insist that Oswald acted alone?

Furthermore, the killing is a significant scandal in

American history, but our schools do not teach us about this

scandal. Why not? Does our government influence school

textbooks, as we condemn the Russian government for

doing?

The World Book Encyclopedia that I grew up with,

published in 1965, lies about the killing. For just one

example:

Doctors worked desperately to save the

President, but he died at 1pm.

In reality, Kennedy was shot in the head at about 12:30,

and he died instantly. The doctors did indeed work

desperately, but only to remove evidence of the snipers.

The article was written by Eric Sevareid, a news reporter.

His article should be used as evidence that reporters should

not be allowed to write encyclopedia articles.

I checked the Internet for the latest version of the World

Book Encyclopedia to see if the lies have been corrected, but

that section of the article is still the same. Sean Wilentz, a
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history teacher at Princeton University, updated the article

but did not remove the lies. Obviously, Princeton’s history

teachers should not be allowed to write encyclopedia

articles, either.

I think the main reasons millions of people believe

Oswald acted alone are:

1) Our government is so incompetent and the

American people fight with each other so often

that many of us find it difficult to believe that

the government nitwits can get together for

such a killing.

2) America’s “free press” has been corrupted by

money, political pressure, and who knows

what else. This results in school textbooks and

news reports that are full of lies about the

killing, and information is suppressed. Our

media keeps us ignorant and misinformed.

Incidentally, Dan Rather (the TV news reporter)

was a young reporter at the Kennedy killing.

He was such a special person that he was

supposedly the only news reporter allowed to

view Zapruder’s 8 millimeter film of the killing.

But he lied in his news reports about what he

saw in that film. Nobody noticed the lie

because the film was hidden from the public

until 1975 when Geraldo Rivera somehow got

a copy and broadcast it on television.

However, by 1975 nobody remembered or

cared about Rather’s 1963 report.

Dan Rather was given a promotion shortly after

the killing, and soon he became rich and

famous. Coincidence?

3) Admitting the Kennedy killing was a scam is

admitting America is a hypocritical, corrupt

nation.

I did not realize the Kennedy killing was a scam until a

few years ago. I suppose I picked up the “Oswald Acted

Alone” theory from encyclopedias, school textbooks, and

magazines. Somehow the issue of the Kennedy killing came

up in a discussion I was having with an older relative who

was an adult in 1963, and he mentioned that J. Edgar

Hoover and other government officials killed Kennedy. I was

surprised to hear him say this, and I defended the FBI. I

could not believe top officials in the FBI were that corrupt.

He continued to talk about how dishonest Lyndon

Johnson was, and how Earl Warren was a gullible fool who

had been taken advantage of. He complained about other

officials, as well, and mentioned that the CIA had ties to

organized crime and Jimmy Hoffa.

I already knew that the Kennedy family was not one of

America’s best behaved families, but if I were to believe my

relative, practically every high ranking member of the

American government should be arrested for at least one

serious crime. Furthermore, he implied some people on the

Supreme Court are easily manipulated, and some of our

unions and corporations are corrupt. I knew America had

problems, but I could not believe America was as crummy as

he was making it appear. I essentially told him: “Give me a

break!”

I did to him what millions of Americans are doing to me

today; namely, I resisted the possibility that America is

incredibly corrupt. I preferred my fantasy in which the FBI

was honest, just as most Americans are trying to live in a

fantasy in which Americans are the Greatest People In The

World and Osama is the source of our problems.

I discovered the Warren Report on the Internet a few

months after I defended the FBI. As I read through it I

realized that our government killed Kennedy. Actually, the

killing is so obviously a scam that I felt like a fool for

defending the FBI. From now on I will consider the FBI guilty

until proven innocent.

The Kennedy and the 9-11 scams show that America’s

“free press” is a joke. The only thing “free” about our press is

that government officials can freely manipulate it. Or perhaps

wealthy people are free to manipulate journalists, as this man

suggests:

The business of the journalist is to destroy the

truth, to lie outright, to pervert, to vilify, to

fawn at the feet of Mammon and to sell his

country and his race for his daily bread. … We

are the tools and vassals of rich men behind the

scenes. We are the jumping jacks, they pull the

strings and we dance.  … . We are intellectual

prostitutes.

Those remarks are attributed to John Swinton, a New

York journalist, in 1880. Did he really make those remarks? If

so, was he serious? Do most journalists care more about

money and/or fame than performing a useful service to

society? Can the articles in the New York Times be controlled

by money? If so, is the CIA using any of their secret budget to

control the “intellectual prostitutes” today?

After I published the first edition of this book, I was

informed of the reports by such people as General Benton

Partin. Partin calculated the pressure that would have

resulted from Tim McVeigh’s bomb (which supposedly

destroyed the Murrah Building in Oklahoma City in 1995),
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and his calculations prove that a bomb of fuel oil and

fertilizer exploding in the street could not do such extensive

damage to the Murrah building. Unless somebody can show

that Partin’s calculations are incorrect, there is no need to

investigate further – that attack was a scam also!

The FBI did not investigate the Oklahoma City bombing.

Rather, the building was demolished and the rubble was

quickly destroyed, just as with the 9-11 attack.

When I first heard of the arrest of McVeigh in 1995 I

wondered why he was caught driving away in a rundown car

that was missing its license plate. How could he be intelligent

enough to create a powerful bomb but so stupid that he

would drive away in a car that would attract the attention of

the police? It seemed that somebody wanted the police to

notice McVeigh. Partin and others explain why; namely, the

attack was a scam, and McVeigh was a patsy.

Why do so few people know about Partin’s report?

Because our news reporters suppressed his report. The news

reporters also gave us false information about McVeigh and

the attack.

Only a small percentage of Americans believe the 9-11

attack was a scam. I think the main reasons most Americans

believe Osama was behind the attack are:

1) It is difficult to believe that a group of people

could be so violent and destructive as to fill the

buildings with explosives. This is far beyond

“normal” crimes. And they did this while

thousands of people were working inside.

2) Such a scam would be so complex and

expensive that only a government would have

the resources to do it, but the American

government seems too incompetent to succeed

at such a complex scam, and not many

Americans can handle the possibility that

foreign governments are involved in these

scams.

3) Our “free press” is corrupt. The news reporters

are suppressing information and lying to us.

The American Free Press is a national

newspaper that discusses the 9-11 attack, and

a few Internet sites (for example,

public-action.com, and Serendipity.com) have

been discussing it for months, but those people

are never interviewed on television or put on

the cover of Time magazine. The end result is

that most Americans have been kept ignorant

about the attack.

4) Most people are too ignorant about explosives,

concrete, the demolition of buildings, and steel

beams to be able to carry on an intelligent

discussion about how the buildings collapsed.

For an amusing example, when I pointed out

that Building 7 should not have collapsed from

a small fire, a few people responded to me that

they heard the fire created stress in the

building. In other words, these people give

human qualities to the building. I suppose

those people would have sent psychiatrists to

the buildings instead of firemen.

5) The people who promote the scam theory are

individuals that nobody knows. We appear to

be a group of oddballs, whereas the TV news

reporters appear to be “official.”

6) Admitting the attack was a scam is admitting

America is an incredibly corrupt nation,

possibly beyond anything the world has ever

seen. I think this is the primary reason most

Americans refuse to consider that the attack

was a scam.

How obvious would the explosions in the World Trade

Center have to be in order for the majority of Americans to

face the possibility that the attack was a scam? What if

colored explosives had been used, as in fireworks? Would

that be obvious enough? Or would Scientific American and

university professors publish idiotic theories about the cobalt,

barium, and other exotic elements in the aircraft engines

reacting with the magnetic strips on credit cards to create

colored sparkles?

Before you can accept the possibility that the 9-11 attack

belongs in the Guinness Book of World Records as The

World’s Most Incredible Scam, you must be willing to

accept the possibility that America’s government,

universities, and media are corrupt beyond your wildest

dreams. The people who insist that Americans are “The

Greatest People In The World” will find it difficult to accept

such a possibility.

How can we be the greatest people in the world when

we consistently elect corrupt government officials? How can

we boast about our honesty and our high morals when we

allow one incredible scam after the next? How can we boast

about our “Free Press” when it covers up colossal scams and

lies to us to an extent that not even Pravda has been accused

of? How can we boast about our universities when some

professors are promoting false theories to deceive us, and

other universities ignore the issue?
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